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The Annual Integrated Report

Front Half – Business Context Back Half Performance and Prospects – Metrics

Basis of Preparation and Presentation / About This Report Financial – material IASB metrics

• Frameworks and standards selected to describe The Business 

and select and calculate the metrics

• Selection of metrics

• Integrity of information

• Income

• Financial position 

• Gearing
• Cash Flows

Responsibility Statement by Board of Directors Sustainability – material ISSB metrics

• Acknowledgement of responsibility for integrity

• Opinion / conclusion on application of Integrated Reporting 

Framework

• Process disclosure – measures taken to ensure integrity 

of report (para 1.24) • Climate

• Human rights

• Other ESG topics (ISSB, 

S1)

Independent Assurance Report

• Limited or reasonable, or private internal assurance for board on 

readiness (people, process, system)

• Basis of Preparation and Presentation
• Board Responsibility Statement

• Description of The Business

• Application of frameworks

• Selection and calculation of metrics
• Fair application of frameworks and standards

Self-Determined – material business-critical metrics

Intangibles and other business-critical metrics not 

contemplated by ISSB standards:

• Board performance (governance)

• Executive performance (strategic management)

• Materiality determination process

• Stakeholder management – including customer satisfaction, 

strategic alignment of talent (board, executive and teams), 

regulators

• Reporting process

• Core business processes – including innovation, intellectual 
property management, technology

Description of The Business*

• What – Purpose, External Environment, Risks & Opportunities, Strategy
• With – Resources & Relationships
• How – Business Model (Key Business Processes including Governance, Strategic Management, Materiality Determination, Stakeholder 

Management, Reporting, Core), Risk Management
• Why – Investment Proposition – ‘why our integrated thinking in using our with in our how to achieve our what is better than our competitors 

for (6) capital

* Partial description of The Business achieved by applying ISSB General Requirements Standard (TCFD foundation – description of governance, strategy, risk management, and metrics and targets in relation to climate)

An integrated report can look like this in 2023 …
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… and there us a lot of assurance to be done



AGL says the following about its annual report in About This Report: “The … operating and financial review as required by ASIC’s 

Regulatory Guide 247 [is set out on] pages 8 to 50 and references information reported in the Financial Report.” Under “Voluntary 

Reporting Frameworks”, “This report has been prepared with reference to the … International Integrated Reporting Framework. This

framework provides a useful basis to disclosing how sustainable value is created for our shareholders and other stakeholders over time. 

We have used the framework to demonstrate how consideration of risks and opportunities …, our purpose and our values drive our 

strategy. We have also considered how the execution of our strategy creates value, applying a lens that is broader then financial 

performance alone.”

The report continues, “AGL follows the guidance provided by the Financial Stability Board’s Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 

Disclosures voluntary disclosure framework (TCFD Framework). This year we have not provided a separate TCFD report. A TCFD Index is 

included in the ESG Data Centre on our website which describes where elements of the TCFD Framework are addressed in this report

and other disclosures.”

“The disclosures in this report and the accompanying ESG Data Centre are aligned to the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 

(SASB) Standards for ‘Electrical Utilities and Power Generators’ and ‘Gas Utilities’. A SASB Index is included in the ESG Data Centre which 

identifies the extent to which each SASB disclosure requirement has been applied. “

And finally, “In addition, we have referenced the GRI Standards in the preparation of this report. The ESG Data Centre includes a GRI 

Index that outlines which topic-specific GRI Standards have been referenced in our disclosures.”

It is important to note that it is possible to see by linkages which TCFD, SASB and GRI disclosures are included in the operating and 

financial review.

‘Possible Now’ - AGL Example: One Integrated Report within the 
Annual Report – Importance to IR Assurance of Basis of 
Preparation and Presentation



Nedbank Example - Responsibility of Board of Directors for the Integrated Report and Underlying Reporting Process

The board of directors of Nedbank made the following statement in its integrated report, “The board 

ensures the integrity of the integrated report through our integrated reporting process, the various 

approvals and sign-offs by Group Exco and the board, and relies on our Coordinated Assurance Model, 

overseen by the Group Audit Committee, that assesses and assures various aspects of our business 

operation and reporting. These assurances are provided by management and the board through 

rigorous internal reporting governed by the group’s enterprise-wide risk management framework, 

internal audit and independent external sources and service providers”.



Integrated Reporting Assurance Is …

ABN AMRO Example – Integrated Reporting Assurance

EY’s opinion on the ABN Amro integrated annual report is expressed as follows: “Based on our review nothing has 

come to our attention that causes us to believe that the non-financial information is not prepared, in all material 

respects, in accordance with the reporting criteria as explained in the section “Reporting criteria” of our report. In 

our opinion the section “Our value-creating topics” is prepared, in all material respects, in accordance 

with the reporting criteria explained in the section “Reporting criteria” of our report”. The Reporting Criteria section 

of the integrated report states, “The reporting criteria used for the preparation of the non-financial information are 

the International Framework of the Value Reporting Foundation and the supplemental reporting criteria applied as 

disclosed in the appendix “Our approach to reporting” in the Integrated Annual Report.” [our emphasis]

CPA Australia Example - Integrated Reporting Assurance

KPMG’s opinion on the CPA Australia integrated report is expressed as follows: “Based on the procedures we have 

performed and the evidence we have obtained, nothing has come to our attention that causes of to believe that the 

CPA Australia Integrated Report 2021 for the year ended 31 December 2021 is not prepared, in all material respects, 

in accordance with the … International Integrated Reporting <IR> Framework.”



Assurance of comprehensive reporting – IAASB Sustainability 
Assurance Project
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IAASB Sustainability Assurance Project – Expert Reference Group
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Name Organisation Region
Mario Abela IESEG, WICI chair Global
Ami Beers AICPA-CIMA Americas - USA
Michael Bray IFRS Foundation AsPac - Australia
Patrick Chu KPMG Beijing AsPac - China
Henning Drager BDO Ukraine (?) Europe - Ukraine
Charlotte Drain Deloitte UK UK
Pauline Irwin PwC London UK
Yoich Mori JICPA AsPac - Japan
Paul Penler EY USA Americas - USA
Luis Piacenza Crowe Spain Europe - Spain
Claudia Schrimpf-Dorges GT Germany Europe - Germany
Sebastian Soares KPMG Brazil Americas – Brazil
Jyoti Vallabh Deloitte South Africa Africa



Why Integrated Reporting Assurance is Different
BASIS OF PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION

THE BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE, PROSPECTS AND 

BUSINESS RESILIENCE

INTEGRATED THINKING

• What: Value Creation – Purpose, Strategy, Risks & 
Opportunities

• With: The Capitals – Resources & Relationships
• How: Value Creation Process – Governance, 

Business Model (including integrated reporting 
process and controls therein), Risk Management

• Why: Competitive Edge - Investment Proposition

Select metrics: Report metrics:

IFRS

ISSB Standards ISSB Standards (will also 
have partial description of The Business –

TCFD – climate governance, strategy and risk 
management*)

Self-Determined

REPORTING FORMAT Description KPIs / Narrative

AUTOMATION Delivers connectivity

REPORT INTEGRITY Integrated Reporting Process Internal Controls

SUBJECT MATTER 
INFORMATION

The Annual Integrated Report

COMPETENCIES Board and Management judgement, business and reporting acumen Measurement

SUITABLE CRITERIA <IR> Framework as described in Basis of Preparation and Presentation

AUDIT Integrated Reporting Assurance

AUDITOR SKILLS
Evaluation, professional judgement and scepticism, business and reporting 
acumen, specialist expertise (industry, ESG)

Assessment

THE POINT OF DIFFERENCE 
OF INTEGRATED REPORTING 

ASSURANCE*



Integrated Report Component Integrated Audit Report Messages
Basis of Preparation and 

Presentation

Example messages:

• ‘This report will guide you on how to analyse and interpret the integrated report’
• ‘This report can assist you in evaluating whether you trust the information in the integrated report and be 

able to use it to improve your decision-making model’

The Business – Governance, 

Strategy, Resources & 

Relationships, Business Model, Risk 

Management

Example messages:

• ‘The strategy described is the real strategy’
• ‘The description of the governance arrangements is fair, and the description of the governance process and 

its performance fairly reflects the design of the process and its operation in the boardroom’
• ‘The description of the business model, including the integrated reporting process, fairly reflects its design 

and operation’

Performance and Prospects Example messages :

• ‘The metrics provide a sound basis for understanding the company’s performance and prospects’
• ‘The metrics were in performance reports considered by the board and executive management’
• ‘The metrics have been fairly extracted from systems and the underlying systems work’

Value Created Example messages:

• ‘The information about governance, the strategy, resources and relationship management, business model 

and performance provide a reasonable basis for understanding the resilience of the organisation’

Integrated Reporting Framework 

and ISSB Standards

Example messages:

• ‘The integrated report has been prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the <IR> Framework 

and relevant ISSB Standards’

Predominant Audit Technique

Evaluation – professional judgement

Evaluation – professional scepticism

Measurement - metrics

Message to investors of a qualified audit report?

Integrated Report Audit Messages



Distinctive Contribution of Integrated Reporting  Unique Challenges & Opportunities of <IR> Assurance

Evaluation - Basis of Preparation and Presentation

• Evaluation of material matters will normally lead to choice of ISSB (SASB / TCFD), GRI and / or IFRS metrics

• Complement with self-determination of non-standard, business-critical metrics - all capitals, including intangibles, customer satisfaction

• De-selection of immaterial standard metrics:

− Financial (IFRS / US GAAP)
− Sustainability (SASB / GRI)

Evaluation – Description of The Business – What, With, How, Why

Evaluation - Multiple Capitals – All resources and relationships

Investor focus but of interest to all stakeholders - Evaluation - whether engagement has a rational purpose

Integrated Thinking Principles (better business practice) – in the description of The Business in the integrated report:

• Design and operation of business management controls over strategic management, governance and other key business processes

• Including Integrated Reporting: reporting strategy, reports portfolio, integrated reporting process (and controls therein)

• Only reporting framework where assurance practitioners can produce business improvement suggestions as a natural outcome of 
assurance engagement, complementing output of the integrated report audit report

Unique Opportunities and Challenges of Integrated 

Reporting Assurance





Instalment 1 – Nature and value proposition of integrated 
reporting assurance

• ‘Sustainability’ - Enterprise value and 
intangibles

• IR> Framework future secure

− IFRS Foundation 

− IAASB project

• The integrated report - description of 
The Business, selection of metrics

• Board responsibility

‐ Instalment 2

‐ Integrated Reporting Framework 
- paragraphs 1.20, 1.22 & 1.24

• Australian case study

− ASX Corporate Governance 
Recommendation 4.3

− Deakin University 
Recommendation 4.3 report

ASX CGR4.3: “A listed entity should disclose its process to verify the integrity of any periodic 
corporate report it releases to the market that is not audited or reviewed by an external 
auditor.”

Para 1.24: “Process disclosures are encouraged as a supplement to a statement of 
responsibility from those charged with governance as this information indicates measures 
taken to ensure the integrity of the integrated report.”



Instalment 2 – Directors Responsibility for Integrated Report and 
Integrated Reporting Process

• Board Responsibilities:

− Reporting strategy: 

o An integrated report? 

o Assurance on it?

− The integrated report

o Foundational description of The 
Business

o Determination of non-standard metrics

o Basis of Preparation and Presentation

− Integrated reporting process

o Integrated internal assurance

o Combined Assurance Report

− Director responsibility statements –
integrity of integrated report & reporting 
process

• Nedbank example

Michael Bray VRF contribution acknowledged

Executing the Board’s Governance Responsibility for Integrated Reporting | IFAC

Para 1.20: “An integrated report should include a statement from those charged with 
governance that includes an acknowledgement of their responsibility for the integrity of the 
integrated report; [and] their conclusion about whether, or the extent to which, the 
integrated report is presented in accordance with the <IR> Framework.”

Para 1.22: “It is important to consider the intent of paragraph 1.20, which is to promote the 
integrity of the integrated report through the commitment of the body responsible for 
overseeing the strategic direction of the organisation.”

https://www.ifac.org/knowledge-gateway/preparing-future-ready-professionals/publications/executing-board-s-governance-responsibility-integrated-reporting


Instalment 3 – Stimulating Market Demand

The Value of Integrated Reporting Assurance to Investors
• Matching prototype integrated report with prototype integrated report assurance report

• Assurance on description of The Business – enhanced confidence for investors

‐ Governance, strategy and business model: assessments of enterprise value

‐ Risk and opportunity management: selection of discount rate

‐ Performance and prospects (metrics): projections of future cash flows

• Comparison of what integrated reporting assurance adds to sustainability assurance

• Case studies

‐ Why have buyers acquired integrated reporting assurance?

‐ What have users received and said?

• How can investors use assured integrated reports in NPV models?

• Integrated reporting framework

‐ ‘Possible now’

‐ 25 May 2022 statement


